
Instructor Activity and Description Day, Time, Location, Cost Client Group Other

Basketball Club I Monday Years 1-2

Gym Max 16 

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Public Speaking & the Art of Conversation Monday Years 3-5

R8 Max 10

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Hula Hoop Monday Years 3-5

Gym / Mezzanine Max 10 

4pm-5pm Min 4

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Badminton Monday Years 3-5

Gym Max 20 

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Chess Monday Years 1-5

Library Max 16 

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Oz Tag Tuesday Years 3-5

Gym Max 20 

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Fun and Fantastic English Conversation Tuesday & Thursday

Rm 27A Max 10

4pm-5pm Min 6

16 lessons: 1,200,000VND

Cooking Class (Petite Chefs) Tuesday Years 1-3

Training Bar, 2nd floor, PIU Max 20 

4pm-5pm Min 12

Football Grades 3-5 Tuesday Years 3-5

Sport Field Max 20

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Robot Huna (Fun 1&2) Wednesday Years 1-2

Computer Room Max 20 

4pm-5pm Min 12

8 lessons: 800,000 VND

Ms. Shina & 

Ms. Zoey

Learning materials will be 

provided as used.This club is a great opportunity for students to have fun while practicing their public speaking skills. Students will be learning and practicing 

their English to improve self confidence and soft skills. Students must not be in an EFL program to be eligible. 
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Mr. Lam

Ms. Thuy Linh

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

The basic skills of passing, shooting, dribbling and defending will be taught during the course as well as an introduction to a full game. The

most important aspect of this club  is that the children have fun and want to continue playing afterwards.  

Ms. Samantha

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

Children will learn off body and on body hooping skills that they can practice and extend each week. At the end of the sessions they 

choose a combination of skills to link together and improvise to create a short hoop dance routine.

Ms. Kath & Ms 

Monica

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

In this club students will be able to learn and develop the basic skills of badminton, including the rules, scoring, serving and returning.

Students will also improve their fitness and enjoy cooperating with and competing against their friends

Viet Chess
Children will be taught the basic rules; the moves of each piece and some attack and defense strategies. As children become better

players there will be opportunities to play in school and inter school competitions. 

Mr. Luke

Ms. My

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

Oz Tag is a fun, hands on sport where students will run, chase, catch and throw a ball to try and score goals. Students will be taught the

rules and skills necessary to have improve their fitness, hand-eye coordination and most of all have fun playing in a team. 

Ms. Jorry & 

Ms. Thu

This club is a great opportunity for students to have fun while learning and practicing their English. Teachers will use many creative games 

and tools to improve their speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills. This class is perfect for all students who want to improve their 

English conversation skills. 

Pegasus 

International 

UniCentre 

(PIU)

Learning materials and

ingredients will be available for

each class at PIU.

Language of delivery: Bilingual 

(English and Vietnamese)

Cooking is one of the best ways to develop children’s cognitive, language and fine motor skills. This program is thus designed to provide

opportunities for the little chefs to assemble ingredients and cook up a storm! These hands–on experiences will allow the children to

measure, mix, assemble and create a variety of simple yet tasty treats both individually and as a group. Course details: 1. Pan fried bacon

rolled mashed potato served with mayonnaise. 2. Chocolate peanut balls 3. Flat rice flour dumpling from Hue stuffed with minced pork and

mushroom 4. Sweet and sour fried crispy pork. 5. Floating rice cake 6. Mini sausage frittata 7. Grilled pork skewers 8. Fried corn and

prawns patties 

8 lessons: 1,200,000 VND

Mr. Nathan

& Ms. Lan

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

The school football team will play competitive matches against other local schools and enjoy the game. Students will continue developing

their skills in this sport and use them while playing against each other and other schools.

Robot Huna 

Team

Learning materials will be 

provided as used.
In this club, students will learn the basic knowledge of science with work and study methods which allow them to develop their creative,

scientific and logical thinking. Besides, they can apply the most basic principle knowledge in daily life and approach the electronic

components which is a foundation for thought of logic and assemble robot for future.



Instructor Activity and Description Day, Time, Location, Cost Client Group Other

Yoga Thursday Years  3-5

Gym Max 20

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Football Grades 1 - 2 Thursday Years 1-2

Sports Field Max 20

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Robot Huna (Science 1.0) Friday Years 3-5

Computer Room Max 20 

4pm-5pm Min 12

8 lessons: 800,000VND

Cooking Class (Little Chefs) Friday Years 4-5

Training Bar, 2nd floor, PIU Max 20

4pm-5pm Min 12

8 lessons: 1,200,000 VND

Basketball II Friday Years 3-5

Gym Max 20 

4pm-5pm Min 6

Art Basics Friday Years 1-3

Gym Max 20 

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Handwriting Class Friday Years 1-3

Room 25A Max 16 

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Study Hall and Test Prep Friday Years 3-5

Rm 38 Max 20 

4pm-5pm Min 6

8 lessons: 600,000VND

Ms. Emily & 

Ms. Tho

Students should wear 

appropriate clothingYoga is an excellent tool to help calm and relax the mind. Ms. Emily will be guiding students through different poses that will build strength,

flexibility, and confidence. Yoga enhances coordination and body awareness and is an excellent way to end the school day. I look forward

to seeing you on the mat :)! 

Mr Vincent

& Ms. Lan

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

Students will be taught the rules and basic skills of football and will improve their fitness, determination and confidence as well as learning

great team working skills. 

Ms Lan Anh

TBA

In this club, the students will be taught to draw and paint. The students can create art projects or crafts that are fun and creative. They will

work with different materials and different elements of art that are suitable for their age group. 

Robot Huna 

Team

The club lasts for 2 Terms.

Students who have been 

studying since term 1 

continue in term 2.

In this club, students will learn the basic knowledge of science with work and study methods which allow them to develop their creative,

scientific and logical thinking. Besides, they can apply the most basic principle knowledge in daily life and approach the electronic

components which is a foundation for thought of logic and assemble robot for future.

Pegasus 

International 

UniCentre 

(PIU) Ms. 

Chelsea L.

Learning materials and

ingredients will be available for

each class at PIU.

Language of delivery: Bilingual 

(English and Vietnamese)

Cooking is one of the best ways to develop children’s cognitive, language and fine motor skills. This program is thus designed to provide

opportunities for the little chefs to assemble ingredients and cook up a storm! These hands–on experiences will allow the children to

measure, mix, assemble and create a variety of simple yet tasty treats both individually and as a group. Course details: 1. Flat rice flour

dumpling from Hue stuffed with minced pork and mushroom 2. Sweet and sour fried crispy pork. 3. Fish and chip serve with Tartar sauce

4. Floating rice cake 5. Fried corn and prawns patties 6. Cold BLT pizza  7. Chocolate cookies 8. Vietnamese beef  rolled 

Mr. Lam

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

The basic skills of passing ,shooting ,dribbling and defending will be taught during the course as well as an introduction to a full game. The

most important aspect of this club  is that the children have fun and want to continue playing afterwards.  

8 lessons: 600,000 VND

Ms. Thoan

& Ms. Cuc

Learning materials will be 

provided as used.In this club, the students will be guided with basic knowledge of calligraphy skill (from simple to complex). The students can learn to be 

careful, neat and hard-working.

Mr. Joe
In this class students will have an opportunity to catch-up on homework and assignments as well as prepare for upcoming exams while

being supported in English by a Y5 teacher.


